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Legislation and Policy Development
Kathryn Shisler Harrod, DNSc, CNM, FACNM
Lisa Han on, DNSc, CNM
Kathryn Osborne, MS , CNM

..
Learning Objectives
1. Dis uss the political responsjbilities of a midwife.
2. Di cu the role of the individual midwife and th ACNM in affecting legi lation.
3. Identify the ACNM legislative agenda and priori tie .
4. Outline the process by whjch a bill becom law.
5. De cribe components of effective communication with legislators.
6. Discuss the role of poli y in health care as it relates to midwifery and women'
health.

Legislation and Policy Development:
Midwifery Practice Depends on It
~e practice of midwifery is inherently political. The scope of women's health care con
lains feature that often bring it to the center of controver y. Law impacting women's
~ thcare consumers and providers are ommonplace an · ever changing. Further, 1egisla
li~n ~overning midwifi :ry practice varie among tates. Within state different type of
~~~s are reguJated and monitored by various boards and bodies. The political respon
sibilities of midwives are ongoing and critical to practice.
If You were a ked why you entered the profession of midwifery, you might an wer to
or deli er babie or maybe even to be with women. Fe midwives would _res~ond
~ becam midwives for the politics of the profe sion. However most of nudw1fery
~ ce is based on laws rules, and regulations which were developed through political
~is 11:3akes th sayings, ' all politics are local" an~ "the_~erso~al i political" a re
ly for nudwifery practice. These are much-heard terms m pohttcal clf'Cle , and the state
lDcritg are true for each and every midwife.
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Historically nurse-midwives have been involved in many key policy initiatives. The
focus of these initiatives i often the right to practice midwifery. Becau e of the political
work done by and for midwive , the ability of midwives to practice has expanded. How
ever, there remain many obstacles and barriers to midwifery practice. Midwive who are
actively involved in the process of policy development can chang current realities and
hape the future ofmidw:ifery practice (Ament 2004; Kingdon, 1995). Policy development
include problem recognition, policy generation, and political activity.
Midwifery in the United States is deeply rooted in nursing. The history of nursing is rich
in health policy development and the political action needed to make that policy a reality
(Mechanic & Reinhard, 2002). Nurses have been well re pected by the general public.
Because of this respect they hold a place of critical importance in ongoing contributions
to forming public policy and political action (Wakefield, 2004). urses and nursing orga. n:izations in the United States are far greater in numbers than midwive and midwifery
CM )
organizations. Proportionately, ertified nurs midwi e /certified midwive (
make up a small part of advanced practice nurses/nonphysician provider , but when mid
wives align with advanced practice nurses a powerful collective is formed . \Vhen there is
the opportuni.t y to work together with nursing groups nurse and midwive form a formi
dable coalition. Leaders of these group can make a ignificant impact when they work to
gether on healthcare policy and decision making.
Until the beginning of the 20th century, midwives were viewed as experts in childbirth
and the health care of women. Gradually, physician-attended ho pitaJ birth became the
norm. Now, at the beginning of the 21st century, the powerful position of physicians is be
ginning to change. Physicians have begun to lose their individual control of medical prac
tice to corporate medicine and payers Robin on 1994).
Nurses and m.idwive may know more about vulnerable populations than any other pro
fession (Wakefield, 2004). As women health care expert it is the duty of midwives to
share their expertise with legi lator (Capps, 1998). In spite of this midwives have re
mained relatively invisible in the larger health car policy arena. Tb.is lack of vi ibility
needs to be changed .. One way to change thi is to disseminate our knowledge and publish.
Nurse-midwives frequently publish on .issues relevant to teaching, research and practice.
However mo t publish in midwifery or nursing publication . This ha the potential ofren·
dering nurse-midwifery re earcb invisible in the health policy arena because policy ex·
perts do not read the e journals (Mechanic & Reinhard 2002). To more signifi~tly
influence the dialogue on public policy, nurse-midwi es would benefit from dis eminattoo
in journals frequently read by government leaders, such as the American Journal of Public
Health and the New England Journal of Medicine.
In the recent past nursing chools had fewer qualified women/men attracted to th~ pro
fession, due in part to the variety of career options available. However, because of ch~~e
in the job market, entrance to nursing programs ha once again become very competin~e.
The academic standard for an entry-level CNM/CM is now a baccalaureate degree, wrule
most NM Ms hold a masters degree or higher. A of the year 2010 completion of a
graduate degree will be required for entry into clinical practice as a
M. An increase
in highly educated midwives can lead to increased professional recognition and better ac·
cess for clients to receive their ervices {Hartley 2003). It is important for these highly ed·
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ucated midwive to be placed in positions at the policy tab!

at both federal and tate lev
els. Becoming involved in policy development i vital because health care policy affects aU
aspect of midwifery practice. Midwives need to be involved with developing and writing
the policie that. affoct their practi e and women' health care (Mechanic & Reinhard, 2002).

Evolvin.g Health Policy
The 1950 and J960s were a time when medical care was provider driven and the providers
were phy ician . Physicians held high levels of public trust and were independent fee-for
service providers. Fee-for-service de cribes a payment ystem in which providers are paid
th ir requested fee for the service rendered. Thi era was viewed as a time when individual
physician were the sole deci ion maker for their patients as well as the entire sy tem of
health care. However, a health care systems move more towards managed care the health
care team has become a recognized entity in providing quality patient care. During this
IIlnSformation, the health care sy tern bas een a growing number of nonphy ician
providers uch as certified nur e-midwiv
NMs , certified midwive (CM ), nur e prac
titioners (NPs), physicians assistants (PA ), and certified registered our e ane thetists
(CRNAs). These nonpbysician provider are presenting a challenge to the older model of
physician control. ln fact the number of nonphy ician providers doubled during the 1990s
(Hartley, 2002). These nonphysician or advanced practice providers are presenting viab]e al
ternatives for health care onsumers.
nonphysician providers such a CNM / Ms become more accepted, the stream of
public opinfon is changing. It is hoped that with this shift phy icians will accept them a
partners in a collaborative sy tern of health care. In the late 19th century and the early 20th
century physicians used both ideological and legal means to eliminate midwifery pra tice.
In fact, phy ician banded together and worked to pas tate law to eliminate midwifery
services (Leavitt 1986 . As a re ult, midwifery was almost totally eliminated in the early
1900s, except for those midwive who cared for ethnic minorities and the poor. As tate
policie regarding medical care and scope of pra tice for midwives were written to attempt
to define nurse-midwifery, laws were included a swing that midwive would care for vul
nerable women who remain underserved by pby ician provider . Today, as in the late 19th
IIDd early 20th centuries certain physician groups are once again working to maintain
physician care as the centerpiece of the health care y tern.
struggle b tween physician dominance the right of underserved vulnerable popu
~ . and the rights of advanced practice providers to have opportunitie to practice ex
lSII today. Thi truggle can be characterized by the actions of the Federation of tate
edicat Boards (the Federation). The Federation is a national nonprofit association whose
lllembership includes all medical licensing and medical disciplinary boards in the United
and its territories. The Federation act a a collective voice for medical boards in
?">'noting high standards for medical licen ure and practice. Unfortunately the Federation
~ working to top the growth of autonomy by nonphysician or advanc~d practice
PnJviders (Federation of tate Medical Boards of the U. . Inc. 2003). In Apnl 2003, the
~on's House of Delegates approved a re olution that the Federation establi h a spe
CiaJ COmmittee to pecify issues to be considered by state medical boards and legislati e

!he
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bodies. This special committee will addre
cope of practice initiative relating to person
without a license to practice medicin (Federation of tate Medical Boards of the U.S.,
Inc., 2003). Just a they did JOO year ago ome medical group are till trying to define
midwifery practice. However, the midwifery profession predates medicine by centuries
and is al o the international standard of care for childbearing women. It i critical for mid
wives to define their own scope of practice, be aware that formal group exi t that are tar
geting advanced practice provider , and be proactive in assuring client access to midwifery
to define the prac
care. It i time for midwive to u e midwifery knowledge and ucces
tice of midwifery.

Current Legislative Status of CNMs/CMs
Physician control remains apparent in many a pects of state and local. legi lati n and rules
uch a tho e written into h pitaJ bylaw . Nurse-midwifery i legal in all 50 tates; how
ever, state policy regulating midwifery practice varie greatly from tate to stat (ACNM
2004). The best example of how state law varies can be seen in requirements for coilabo,
rating relationship with phy icians. ome tates require written guidelines signed by the
collaborating physician ) and midwives whereas ome local policies require on- ite super
vision. Practice also varie according to local policies. For example one hospitaJ may allow
independent admi ions by CNM Ms whereas a different hospital in the same commu•
nity may require on- ite up rvision. Phy icians are often re ponsible for de i ·ion making
about ho pital bylaws that allow midwive to practice. Ironically, thi places pby ician in
the rol of ' gat keeper "· they hold authority to grant or deny admitting privileges that
allow the CNMf M to function autonomou ly in the hospital etting. This dependence upon
physician 'permission' poses a barrier to practice for many CNMs/CM . ociologist
Heather Hartley 2002) conducted a research study about midwifery practice and physician
dominance. Sh found that tate and local policy has an important contextual effect on the
presence of C Ms/CM and their ability to function autonomously.

The American College of Nurse-Midwives:
Our Professional Organization
Policy development occur at many level • including the federal, state, local, and in tiru·
tionaJ levels. Midwives can affect po'licy in muJtipl ways. For example, you can work
within institution by working on committees through formal go emment appointm~nts,
and through speciaJ intere t group such as the American College of ur Midwives
(ACNM). The ACNM i the only professional group to represent and upport ~urs
midwifery and certified midwifery practice.
Becau e there i power in numbers it i imperative for all CNM CMs to join the ACNM
and pre ent them elves a a unifi d profe ion to the political world. Most physician groupf
uch a the American Medical Asso iation AMA) and the American College 0
Obstetricians and Gynecologists (A OG) have high memb r hip rate among the profe;
ion. Becau e of the large mas , the e groups have a tremendou amount of money an
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power. Membership in the ACNM provides an opportunity for political advocacy for issues
pertinent to midwives and their practices a well as financial support for the work of the
profession.
TheACNM Office of Professional Service fo ter policy development and political ac
tion at the local, tate and federal levels. Midwives and other professionals support this
proces . The Office of Profe ional ervice midwive work on issues of practice and pol
icy. In addition, the Office of Profe sional ervices includes a state policy analyst and a
federal lobbyist. ln addition to these helpful professionals, there· i also the ACNM Gov
ernment Affairs Committe , which grew from the Political and Economic Affair Section
of the A NM. One of the objective of the o emment Affair Committee is to provide
volunteer leadership at the national level on legislative, regulatory and economic i ues af
fecting midwifery practice and maternal and child health. The Government Affairs Com
mittee is where ACNM divisions can bring policy issu that members think the ACNM
should develop and support. The Government Affairs ommittee is composed of a chair
and repre entative from each of th ix ACNM region . Policy ection within ACNM di
visions develop ideas and policy is ues. The poli y section chairs meet with the
Governmen Affair chair, the state policy analy t, and the federal 1obbyi t during the fall
ACNM Board of Director (BOD and Divi ion and ection Chairs m eting to move for
ward key is ues to the BOD. An example of one of the divisions' policy section is the
Division of Women ' Health Policy and Leader hip (DOW) Policy and Evaluation ection.
The main goal of thi ection i to impro e the health of worn n at the community level
through the development, implementation, and promotion of public policy and public in
formation initiative (http://www.midwife.org/about/dwhpl.cfm).
Following BOD appro al these policy is ues are tran cribed into the ACNM tate and
Federal Policy Agenda, and strategie are developed within the Government Affairs Com
mittee to help move the agenda through political action. The ACNM ta:ff and Government
Affairs Committe members erve as resources for member midwi e a they work to
gether on the legislative agenda.
The ACNM State and Federal Agenda is re iewed e ery 2 year . The agenda originates
within four divisions (DOW, Division of Re earch, Divi. ion of tandard and Practice and
Division of Education) and the Government Affairs Comnuttee with the help and advise
lllellt of the tate policy analyst and the federal lobbyi t. The ag nda then goes to the BOD
for final appro al. Many of the is ues on the legislati e agenda are ongoing and occur
across multiple years. The main issues on the agenda have been identified to support and
Pn>mote midwifery practice and health care i ue for women and their families across the

Unikd tate .
At the time of this publication, the first item on the legislative agenda is to work to ex
~ acce to the full cope of CNM/CM service . The econd item is to support profes
-..J liability reforms. In addition the ACNM wants to increase the pool of primary care
PIOviders and pre erve antitru t remedi s. Finally, the ACNM want to support consumer
l'Otection law and increase awarene of
Ms/ Ms and guarantee direct acce to u as
's health care provider . (See Table 7-1 for the full ACNM legislative policy
'Cinda.)
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Table 7-1 A NM State and Federal Policy Agenda, 2005- 2006
Expand Acee s to Full Scope ofCNMICM Service
• Assure adequate federal funding of Medicaid for the growing cost of the program and en ure
midwifery service remain a mandatory benefit under federal law.
• Obtain equitable reimbursement for CNM CMs ervices under the Medicare program and increa e access for women with disabilities.
• ontest requirements for phy ician upervi ion, direction or delegation of NM /CMs.
• Pa state legislation that fo ters midwifery admitting privilege .
• Support changes to federal regulation within the Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act
that permit midwives in emergency rooms to di charge women in "faJse labor" without a physi
cian signature.
• Oppose efforts to circumvent state mandatory benefit laws with the creation of A ociation
Health Plans at the federal level.
Support Profe siona/ Liability Refom1s
• Support passage of state and federal legislation to reform the professional liability y tern to
include the establ ishment of limits on noneconomic damages, mandating offsets for collateral
ources limitations on contingency fee , creation of periodic payment of future damages, and
establishment of alternative dispute re olutions.
Increase the Pool of Primary Care Pro iders
• Secure increased funding for nursing and midwifery education.
• Facilitate interstate practice and participation in telehealth by NMs/CM .
• Support efforts to train CNM CMs within the [ndian Health Service.
• Support efforts to expand the impact of rnidwive within the ational Health ervice Corp.
Preserve Antitrust Remedies
• Oppose any change to existing tate and federal antitrust laws governing health professions'
business practices.
• Encourage strong enforcement of existing laws.
Support Con umer Protections and Awarene s
• Guarantee direct access to women' health care peciali t .
• Ensure continuity of care for pregnant women.
• Promote a national dialogue on the rising rate of cesarean sections.

Health Care Policy Development or Preparing the Bill
The United tates invests more money in health care than any other country in the world.
De pite thi fact, the United State ha the least univer al and the mo t costly hea lth care
in the indu trialized world (Bodenheimer & Grumbach 199 ). Becau e health care i. a
major U.S. expenditure, the industry attract attention from many sources, including tbe
federal and tate go ernments. One of the mo t important factors influencing health pol·
icy i the current ocial value ystem. It i po sible to create change ba ed on the current
value system after identifying health issues and deve loping a plan for change through ~I
icy making. Polfoy making involve creating and carrying through re earch that pro ides
evidence for health care policies (Boufford & Lee 2002). Health policy is intluenced _bY
many different factors and can be created through legi lative and nonlegis!aove
processe . It is an intercli ciplinary process. If a profe ion only looks after it own inter·
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ts, the professi n become isolated and i often le effective. Therefore, teams of var
ious health care professionals working together write the be t health policy. Policy mak
ing is influenced by evidence-ha ed research iuvolving the best practices.

Healthy People 2000/Healtliy People 2010
One example of health policy established via the nonlegislative proce s is Healthy People
2000 and Healthy People 2010.. The Healthy People Consortium is compo ed of more than
350 different organizations including the CNM. ln addition to 54 tate and territorial
health department the consortium includ national organizations and members at alJ lev
el intere ted in jmproving the health and well-being of the nation. Members of the on
sortium come from a cross-repre entation of the American people. ln fact, members of the
consortium's organization represent many pecial interest groups. These special intere t
group are made up of member fr m groups of older adults, racial and ethnic coaliti.ons
educators busine e health care provider , scientists, health care organizations and
many others. Con ortiwn members are also broadly based in terms of the range of activi
ties they undertake to support achievement of the national health objective . Nearly all
member organizations have publicized the Healthy People objective to their members.
Lilce previous documents, Healthy Pe' 'pie 20 IO was d veloped through a broad process, built
on the be ts ientific knowledge and designed to mea ure programs over a l 0-year period.

Trends in Hea Ith Policy
Currently there i a shift in parawgrn from previous views regarding the formation of
health care poUcie . The treatment of di ease i no longer a high priority. Instead, the con
temporary approach u es evidence supporting multiple health determinants such as hwnan
behavior, biol.ogy, environment, education, ocioeconomic characteri tic and medical
care and the way in which these influence the health of broader communities and popula
tions (Boufford & Lee, 2002 . As a result, the definition of health becomes a reflection f
th nation's unified value sy tern. Thi hift ha occurred becau e the outcome of the · ..
health care sy tern do not reflect the overall impro ement in health tatus that one m ·ght
expect to ee with an increased utilization of re ources. ln fact, the health tatu of
Americans ranks poorly worldwide in pite of the amount of money pent. In addition, the
United State only met about 15% of the Healthy People 2000 goals, and health djgparities
between ethnic groups and minoriti s are wor ening rather than improving (Boufford &
Lee, 2002). In 2000 the U.S. health y tern a ranked 37th o erall and only 24th on o r
ail health attainment (World Health rganization [WH ], 2000). This finding i troubling.
Boufford and Lee (2002 remind us we would not tolerate this position in either ducation
Of defense. Thi low rating hould not be tol. rated in health care either.

Transformation of Health Care Affects Policy
According to Emanuel (2002), health care prioritie are changing at the tum of the 21st
century. Th ocial context of heaJth car ha changed from a ocjal reform ori ntation to
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a conservative and busin -oriented approach. The focus has mo ed from a patient-based
outlook to a population-based outlook. In population-based health care, fee-for-service is
being replaced by a sy tem of capitation. When health care is capitated, care is refu ed to
some inclividuals. Because the health of and costs of health care for the population are
more important than care for the individual, expensive care for the individual is ometimes
refused. An example of this would be when an insurer refuses to provide reimbur ement
for experimental urgeries or ome transplant .
In addition care decision making is moving from individualized care, planned by the
provider, to standardized guidelines and management strategies. In thi hill in health care
delivery there is also a hift from independent-providers to ~rganized delivery ystems that
integrat all type of provider the majority being phy icians. There i also a hift from
peer review through ho pital credentialing and morbidity and mortality review to more
· organiz d, quantitative, quality as essments that are available to everyone who ha access
to the Internet (Emanuel & Emanuel 1 96; Epstein 1996· Rod win, 1994). Population
based h altb care should lead to impro ed services for reduced costs. In fact, thi type of
health care leads to much better preventative services, such as smoking cessation and im
proved use of creening tests. This paradigm hift is an example of a shift in public policy
regarding health care is ues.

Policy Development: The Process-How Streams Change
Public policies are authoritarian decisions developed in the legislative, executive, or judi·
cial branche of go ernment. The e policies are made at the federal, tate or I cal level •
Ideas are the foundation of policy development (Leatt & Mapa, 2003). Those who are ac
tively involved in the process of po Hey development work together to form the policies that
shape U.S. health care. The democratic ·proce of policy development involve problem
recognition policy generation and polhical activity (Wong, 1999).
Policy-mak:iog processes are open sy terns described as streams by Kingdon ( 1999).
These proce ses are known as stream because they flow; they are in a continuou tate of
fluctuation. In fact, as discussed previously, our health care systems are also continually
changing Hartl y 2003). Kingdon' (19 5) model de: cribes three streams: the problems,
propo als, and politics that flow through and around the government. The fir t step in the
proces requires policy maker to recognize and identify certain problems as higher prior·
ities. The prioritie are et by the current stream, or in other word , the political atmosphe~
or environment. After the problems have been identified, propo als are defined and wnt·
ten a or drafted as) policies (Kingdon, 1995).

Descriptor, of Policy Development
There are three main de criptors of policy development in the American political system:
incrementali m plurali m, and federalism (Boufford & Lee, 2002). lncrementalism refe;
to the manner in which programs develop and evolve throughout th years. Federal heal
care policy reflects the incremental effects of almost I 000 different health and social pro
gram in the federal government. Mo t of the e programs fall under the direction of tbe
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U.. Department of Health and Human ervices DHHS). It i the role of DJ-Ill to im
plement and monitor legislation that is passed by ongre and signed by the president
(Boufford & Lee, 2002).
Plurali m i the affirmation of diver ity in intere t and beliefs in citizens and is the term
used when many groups are involved in writing policy. Examples of the e groups include
the variou cabinets, cabinet-le el departments insurers hospital physicians, our es,
health plan , and other special interest group . NI these different group create a chal
lenging environment for the creation of larger health policy i ues (Boufford & Lee 2002).
M Ms have some pre ence in the creation of larger health policy but we need to po
sition ourselves to increase this pre ence.
Finally, federali mis a term used when federal action create policy. Hi torically, the di
vision of responsibilities regarding health care policy between the federal gov rnment and
states ha varied throughout the year . As a re ult a complex interdependence between the
federal government and each state exi ts. Thi make unilateral federal action al.mo t im
possible. It is a daunting task to bring all the player togeth r to work on policy develop
ment and unifying health polfoy.

Writing the Policy

,,

Policy agendas are influenced by the current agenda or atmo phere in the federal govern
ment the tate government, or local politic . ach party that want to influence health care
policy comes to the table with its own political agenda. Wh n at the table and participat
ing in poli y development problem recognition o curs first. Once a problem i recognized,
the proces of actual policy generation begins. Health policy can be generated by the pres
idential staff and appointees legislators and special intere t groups like the AMA or the
~
. Thi creates challenge be ause in the Senate ther may be I00 different policy
agendas and in the House there may be another 500 different policy agendas. In addition
to these elected officials, political appointees uch as the Secretary ofDHHS play a large
fDlc in influencing the president's policy i ues, ideas and political agenda. There i a cur
rent trend for government officials to look toward renowned academic for olution to
!'Oblerns that have surfaced and to develop policie Wong l 999 . These policy issues
~ and political prioritie become part of each agency s legi lative agenda. Other polit
tcal player such as pecial interest groups, researcher congressional staffers, bureau
crats, academician and lobbyist w rk towards their own policy ideas. It is important to
~ber that government does not act alone. Government officials often delegate decito profe ional organization . They al o look to profe ional organization for infor
lllltion to aid in the decision-making proce .

l'be Power in Politics: Money = Power
The stronger the organization, the more likely it will be uccessfuJ in moving policy
~ political proce ses. The organization' strength is often b d on the re ource

l'4ilabie to mo

e the policy. Some of the most important re ources are financial in nature

f'Nong, 1999 . In reality it i the politics of financial re ource and a group or individual's
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per onal power interfaced with agencies that upport women and their familie , that can
develop and move policy (Ament, 2004). The AMA bas many more member and a great
deal more money than midwifery organizations. It is importaot to look at the power bas
of each special interest group as advanced practice nurse are increasingly brought into
competition with physician (Hartley, 2003). It is vital for midwives to participate in pol
icy creation and the political process becau e th ability to work as midwives and to be
adequately reirnbur ed depends on it Ament 2004). Thi is another rea on it is impera
tive for you to be a member of the ACNM and to donate to the Midwi es PoliticaJ Action
Committee (PA . A PA is a campaign fund of a ponsoring Jabor, bu ine . or trade or
ganization, or the campaign fund of a group form d primarily or solely for the purpo e of
giving resource to candidate supportive of your organization. When an organization bas
a PAC, they contribute finances to the campaign of i ue-friendly politician . The A M
· PAC contribute donation to campaign of politician friendly to midwifery and women's
health issues. The li t of donations i provided to the ACNM membership on an annual
ba is.

Policy and Regulating Bodies
To fully und rstand how health policy i created and carried out you need to under tand
the DHHS and the executive staff (Boufford & Lee, 2002 . The lead federal agency for
health policy i the DHHS. As the lead health p !icy agency the DHHS erve to make
policie provide financing and protect the public health. In addition, the DHH i also re·
sponsible for collecting and disseminating information about the health of population and
for directing vari us health-related federal program .
The name iron triangle is used to de cribe the interconnections that are formed among
senior taff of the various operating divisions, congressional staff, and p cial intere t
group . The White House is involved in· many different ways. The Office of Budget and
Management (0MB reviews financial reque ts and approves budgetary deci ions of the
various DHHS agencies. Policy prioritie are et a cording to the pre ident' agenda.
Another organization, the Office of Policy Development was established ir, 1993 to fur
ther advise the president and to develop and implement social and economic policies.
There are many more offices devoted top licy j sue in Washington D.C., but the e twO
are the mo t likely to be working on policy . effecting midwifery practice and is ues
(Boufford & Lee, 2002).
be r source listed thus far are not nough to move policy by them Ive . It al o !ak~s
organized Jobby poin and a window of opportunity. Talking points are written to assi st ID
explaining the i ues. ln addition timing i critical! As the proce of policy develop11_1ent
progre es input comes from many place , including the government and pecial in~ere t
group . Tho e with pecial interest are c nstantly watching for a window of opporrurnty to
move their agendas forward (Leatt & Mapa 2003 . When the window of opp rtunity opens,
government ffi ial are receptive t n w ideas. All those with a policy agenda ready to
move forward must work fast before the wind rw clo e (Kingdon 2002). Midwive .roay_be
interested in changing policy but unJe there i a window of opportunif), ur legi latlOD
will not move anywhere.
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Lobbyists Help to Move Policy
Lobbyi t help to move policy towards I gi lation. Most organizations need to hire lobby
ists for federal state, and even some local work because it is helpful to have political in
siders to h Ip move the policy. Just as you would hire a midwife if you want your birth
attended by the most qualified expert, h.iring a lobbyist assures guidance through the leg
islative proces by a qualified expert. The characteri tics of the right lobbyist are also key
(Leatt & Mapa 2003 ). The lobbyist needs to have developed relation hip with the right
legisla1ors who will help promote your de ired legi Jation. Effective lobbyi ts monitor the
public policy environment including government activitie for rel vant legi lation or for
opportunitie that present the appropriate timing to introduce policy. To become proactive,
the lobbyi t needs to do forecasting. The art of foreca ting involves continuously looking
for trends in health policy. Another example of foreca ting is developing pos ible scenar
ios or plausible stories about the future (Deber & Williams, 2003).
To aid in moving policy forward it is important to b knowledgeable and to do the nec
essary homework by performing an internal environment analysi . Examples of internal
environmental analyses include investigating financial and environmental resources, mar
keting operational , and/or cultural issue . According to Ament (2004) midwive are in
creasingly learning the importance 'of re earch and policy analysi to help move the
political agenda. For example, in 2005 in iscon in many CNM would like to pursue
third-party reimbursement. However, under tanding the political climate particularly as
it penain to legi lative leadersh1p, is important. With a Republican majority in power in
both state hou es the Wi consin C M recognize that it i likely that any att mpt to pur
sue an insurance mandate will fail. They al o recognize that there are problem with man
dating third-party reimbursement. The first problem is that due to the underlying fear that
insurance mandates may result in higher premiums, statutorily mandating anything is not
currently a popular concept. The econd problem is that insurance mandates require
rambur ement not only for CNMs/CMs, but al o for each health care organization to pro
vide midwifery ervices. Although this mandate would improve employment opportuni
ties for midwive there are not mid i e available in all areas of Wi consin to meet the
Deed that would be created by such a mandate.

C.,,e ional Committees and Rea/ti, Care

t.leanbers of oogres are key players in the proce of policy development. The Senate and
llouae both have committees that addres health care issue . Two type of committees are
"'Ponsible for health policy. The fir t type i the committees that provide authorization and

tie

nd type i the appropriation committees. Authorization committees approve the
of bill and appropriation committees decide if implementation of the bill is af
and where th money will be allotted (Boufford & Lee 2002). The mo t important
. _ lated committee in the Hou is the ommerce Committee which is re pon ible
Ir Medicare Part B and public health i su . The Ways and Mean Committee i al o an
....!Inti.,. I Hou e committee. It is re pon ible for Medicare Part A and ome of Part Band
COdes. Of the remaining health bill , 8% are managed by the Education and
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Economic Opportunities Committee which has juri diction over the Employment, Retire
ment, and S cial Security Act (ERISA).
In the Senate, the two dominant committee o erseeing health programs ar the Finance
ommittee and the Labor and Human Re ources Committee. The Finance ommittee i
re pon ible for ocial Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and maternal-child health. The Labor
and Human Resources Committee is responsible for public health, biomedical research,
health and afety and BRISA. In the Senate 20% fall bills go to more than one com
mittee; however for health-related bill the number is far greater (Boufford & Lee, 2002).
Legislation needs a window of opportunity and a vehicle to move it forward . (n the 1990
in the federal government this vehicle wa frequently one df the budget bill · on the state
level it till is today.

Identify Re ources
To move policy to reality it is nece ary to build political coalitions, enli t as i tance from
the public, define the stakeholders, and lobby the right legislators. Some of the stakehold·
er are supportive allies, and some of them are opponents/enemie . It is really important to
identify your friends and your enemies. When these players are identified, you can use this
infonnation to help move the policy foiward. To move policy resource are critical. Thee
re ources are finances organizational members, time, knowledge networking and other
upponers, and credibility (Kingdon, 2002 · Wong 1999). People are willing to inve tin im·
portant ideas. Therefore it is vital to be able to convince people that your ideas are e en·
tiaJ by delivering the right message. One of the best way to deliver the me age is to use
talking or bullet points. When you write bullet points you pre eat concise, ea y-to-remember
remarks. Bullet points are used to elicit support from the public and from legi lator.
One approach to eliciting public upport is to use polls. Polling is done because public
opinion matters. It is done to bring ordinary people into decision making where they would
not otbeiwise have a voice. The results of poll help to explain public opinion and to pro·
vide more influence on policy development. When the public voice their demands, they
can affect health care policy agenda setting (Kingdon, 2002 . Another re our c to help e~
li t supporters is credibility. Nur e are viewed a credible profes ional : howe er there 15
not a national understanding of mid wive . You n ed to continuou Jy educate everyone wi th
whom you come in contact. Indeed, it i important for the public to have an under tanding
f the role of the midwife in women' health and how you differ from physi ians.

The Strategy
The next step in moving policy is formulating a strategy. To formulate the strategy ~u
need to use all the resources that have been identified. Part of developing the trategy_ 1
e tablishing a time line. After setting the time line, a leader or leader need to be de5ig·
nated to implement and monitor the proces of the planned trategy. The leader could be
legi lative committee chair a paid lobbyist or a combination of the two (Deber &
William 2004). Part of the strategy i knowing where and when to fo u · political efforts.
It i important to recognize where the power to help move policy actually lie and 10 use
this information in the strategy (Deber & Williams, 2003).
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B,ulgetary Con trai11ts Create Ba"ier

Policy d velopm nt i often constrained by budget·. in fact the government work is con
strained by the federal budget. According to Kingdon (1995), three type of program are
pursued during times of severe budget constraints: programs that attempt to regulate fraud
legislation programs that are seen to be low in co t and not u e many re ource , and pro
grams that have the potential to save money for the government. Many policies are intro
duced, but few actually make it to the pre ident' desk for a signature. There are many ways
for policie to be stopped along the way (Wong J999).
In summary, the step to influence policy are to organize, be prepared, frame your point
of view to appeal to the audience, et up a time line to concentrate your activities, and
watch for th window of opportunity ment 2004; Milio 1984 . When the e tep have
occurred, i.t i time to move the bill towards becoming a law. Remember, to avoid having
legi lation stopped, health care organization and pecial intere t group need to consider
their relation hips with variou level of government a they ad ance in the trategic plan
ning proces (D ber & William , 2003). When the policy has been approved, rules and reg
ulations will be written to implement the policy.
,

How a Bill Becomes a Law: Government 101
Policy proposals lead to political action. The propo al that survive to the point of becom
ing a bill are those that posses the technical ability, are consistent with the dominant moral
and valu y tern and can be implemented within current budgetary con traints
(Kingdon 1995 . If a legi lator is supporting a bill the stronger the legi lator' influence,
lhe more likely the bill will make it to and through committees. As mentioned previou ly
one of the mo t prestigiou of the Hou e committee i the Ways and Mean Committee.
Member of this committee are often the mo t senior and influential members of Congre s.
Policy i more likely to move through the legislative proce s if there is powerful upport
behind the legislation by either influential I gi lators or many legislators supporting the
same legi lation. To move policy forward it take time, the right political climate, people
who are willing to do the work, and few or no con traints. If a bill i attached to a more
~rful bill it i more likely to move. This i known a using a vehicle to move legi la
lion (Wong 1999).
The national mood, go errunent, and organiz d physical force influence politics.
A&ain, it i imperati e to identify both your allie and your enemies. We n ed to mobilize
lve , our allies, and any other upporter in ord r to pass policy on to legislation. To
help add to the midwife power base, you also need to mobilize your client , colleagues
~ even family members to action (D ber & William , 2003 ). In addition to identifying
allies you will need to identify and plan trategy around your opposition. When midwives
°'lllidwife lobbyi ts visit with legislator , the fi t thing a ked i who i likely to opp e
the bill. Who are the enemies of this bill? Legi lators want to know thi information up
~- The politi ally savvy midwive will have identified these people ahead of time and
~ have anempted to meet and work with them prior to any attempts to move the legisla
hould be part of the time line: an internal environmental analy is and trategy
IDOving the legi 1ation.

:- Th:
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Introduce the Legislation: The Fit t Step
The first tep for a bill to become law is to have the legislation introduced. The ACNM
needs to identify friendly legi lators to author and introduce the bill. If the AC M has mem
bers from both side of the aisle (bipartisan members), the A NM will have a greater
chance of success. When legi lation is introduced in the House, it is handed to the clerk of
the Hou e or placed in the hopper (Project Vote-Smart 2004 . The hopper is a box on the
House clerk's desk where members can place bilJs and resolutions prior to their introduc
tion. In the Senate members must acquire the attention of the presiding officer to introduce
a bill during the morning hour. The morning h9ur is the time et aside at the b ginning of
each legislative day. Each of these mechanisms sends the bill to the clerk of the enate or
the House. The clerk will give the bill a number and a title. A House bill is lab led with HR
~d a Senate bill i given an S then the assigned number follow both. The bill is also la
beled with the span or's name and sent to the Government Printing Office.

Moving the Bill Through Committee
From here, the Speaker of the Hou e or the presiding officer in the enate a ign the bill
to the appropriate committee (Figure 7-1). For health care i sues the bills will usually
go to an authorization committee and an appropriations committee. Often the Hou e or
Senate parliamentarian make the actual referral decision. The committee may reject the
bill or table the bill. lf the biH i tabled it i never di cussed in the committee again. Bills
are scheduled on the calendar and hearings may be held to Listen to the fac about the
bill. At thi time, the bill can be voted on or changed. The se sion during wh ich revisions
and additions are mad to bills is called a mark-up ses ion. If the committee does not act
on a bill it e entially kills the bill. Conversely if most of the committee vote in favor of
the bill it is sent back to the House or Senate for debate. lf ubstantial am ndments are
made, the committee can order a clean bill, which includes all of the amendments. This
clean document becomes a new biU with a new number. The House or Senate must ap
prove change, or reject the committee ~endments before each conducts a final vote.
Most bills never make it out of the committee. Each year thousand of bill are sent to
committees and only everaJ hundred of these actually make it out of committee. The rest
of the bills die in committee. This is the reason it is es entiaJ to have a per on on the com
mittee, and if possible the committee chair as spon or of the bill. Bill span or are more
likely to be in ested in moving the legislation through the committee and on to the whole
chamber.

Bill Returns to the Full Chambers
The Speaker of the House and the Majority Leader in the Senate hold a great deal of power,
They decide which bill will reach the floor and when. They will schedule the bills on ~ne
of the four House Calendars. In the Senate, the Majority Leader schedules the legi 5latioD
on the Legislative alendar. If a majority of Senators agree, the bill can be brought to th e
floor at any time.

How a Bill Become Law: Government 101
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Figure 7-1 How a Bill Becomes Law
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•
•
•
•

House Debate, Vote on Passage

Vetoed

•


Conference Action

•

,PRESIDENT
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Once a bill make it to the floor it is debated. The debate is guided by the bill' spon90ring committee and equal time is given to the proponents and opponents of the bill. In
the Hou e once a vote is called there must be a quorum of 218 members present. If a quo
rum is not pre ent, the House will adjourn until the ergeant of Anns can round up the nec
essary quorum. In the enate, debate is unlimited until a cloture is called. A cloture is a
motion in the Senate to limit debate. It takes 60 member votes to invoke cloture. If cloture
· called, each senator has only one hour of debate time. Senator can try to defeat a bill
by doing omething called filibustering. Filibustering occurs when a enator or several
senators give long peeche in an effort to delay work in the Senate. ome politicians or
Washington in iders describe a filibu ter as talking it to death . Thi is often done by the
lllinority party to avoid a vote. A cloture will end a filibuster.
. After a vote occurs and the bill is passed, it i ent to the other chamber for con idera
tion. lf tbe bill pa es both the Hou e and the Senate, it goes to the president for his sig
llllurc. If the Hou e and Senate pass similar bill but not th ame bill, they are sent to the
Conference ornmittee. The Conference Committee i made up of members from each
~ who meet to iron out the differences in the bill. If the committee can compromise,
ltprtpare a report called the conference report and ubmits it to each chamber. The con
~ report need to be approved by both chambers of ongress.

11, Bill Becomes Law
~ ' a bill becomes law when the president signs it. If the pre ident does not sign the
lllld Co11gre s i still in session IO days later, it become a law without th president's
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signature. Conversely if Congress does not remain in session and the president doe not
sign the bill it is caUed a pocket veto and doe not become law. The president can also veto
a bill and send it back to Congre s. If a bill is vetoed the president must put his reasons for
the veto in writing. To override a veto, a two-thirds majority of those pre ent must vote in
favor of the override. Once the bill becomes law by either a signature or an override, it is
assigned an official number (Fact Monster, 2005; Project Vote-Smart 2004).
Once a bill becomes law, it is the responsibility of a federaJ agency to see that rule are writ
ten and the law is enforced and followed . For issues concerning midwifery, the bill will be di
rected to one of several different federal agencies. The bill may be directed to D1:-ffiS the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the Maternal and Child HeaJth Bureau
(MCHB), the Health Resources and Service Administration (HR.SA), the Department of
Justice (DOJ), the Department of Education (DOE), or the Federal Trade Commission (FfC).

Politics at the State Level
At the state level, the process of how a bill becomes a law is similar to the federal govern
ment in most states. There is some variation from state to state. To find out how the process
works in your state, look for the state government Web site or request a Blue Book from a
state assembly representative or state senator. The Blue Book in each state contains infor
mation about each state s history, symbols, legislator biographies, how a bill becomes a
law, and many other state facts. The Blue Book i free and is an invaluable source of in
formation for state politics.

The Politically Active Midwife
In 1986, then ACNM President Susan Yates announced to the graduating class at the
Frontier School of Midwifery and Family Nursing that each midwife needs to practice
business and politics including the art and science, of nursing and midwifery. She proposed
that the most effective way to establish nurse-midwifery in the political arena is to be visi·
ble on issues important to midwives and women's health (Gesse, 1991). Nurse-midwives
has been a politically active group sine~ the earliest days of women's suffrage. For example,
early graduates of the Maternity Center Association's nurse-midwifery program became
consultant in maternal-infant health in many stat~ and federal agencies. As a resul~ early
nurse-midwifery ervices were included in numerous federal projects (Ge se, I 991). The
need for midwives to be politically active is just as great now.
There are many ways for midwives to become politically active. You can influence pol
icy individually or jointly by developing plans, contacting legislators attending town hal_l
meetings, writing letters to the editor, calling in on radio talk shows and developing rela·
tionships with legislators and ongressional health legislative taff (Wakefield, 20~)
Gesse (1991) studied nurse-midwives in order to determine the amount and type of poh~
ical activity in whjch midwives participated. She found it wa women 's issues that rnot:·
vated midwives to take politicaJ action. In 2005, midwives are still intere ted in women
issue but need to be concerned about reimbursement and practice issues as well. Ourvel)'
livelihoods depend on political activity.

The Politically Active Midwife
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Stllrt a Resource File
To become politically active, the first thing you will need to do is to educate yourself
about the current status of midwifery nationally and in your state. Put together a file of
documents that are essential to midwifery practice. Examples of items in file should in
clude are a copy of your State Practice Act federal regulations, Medicare and Medicaid
regulations, and requirements for direct access and third-party reimbursement (see Table
7-1). Each midwife will refer to this file frequently, so make sure to keep the file updated
(Foster, 1998).

Exercise the Right to Vote
The easiest behavior to incorporate in becoming politicaJly active is to exercise your
right to vote. It is the right of every American to vote (Cooney 2004). Midwives, re
gardless of party affiliation, need to participate in the electoral process. The vote is
anonymous; no one knows who you vote for, but legislators will know you voted.
Interestingly, Legislators pay close attention to which (and how many) of their con
stituents show up to the polls and vote. Legislators actually buy the voting lists. When
you contact their office, they may check the voting Jist to make sure you vote. If you do
not get out and vote, legislators do not respond to you in the same manner. Legislators
respect voters so get out and vote.

Midwife the Process

Policy development, moving issues, and righting the wrongs of previous legislation usu
ally takes time. It is important for midwives to be patient and persistent. It may take sev
eral years to move the ACNM political agenda. It is easy to become frustrated with the

slow progress, but without your continued involvement and persistence, change will never
occur. Midwives are known for their patience and persistence during long labors as we
midwife our clients. "Midwifing' legislation often involves much the same process. You

can use your skills to midwife legislators and the political agenda.
.fdopt Your Legislator
Midwives need to develop long-term relation hips with elected officials. Think about de
"1()ping the relationships as if you are adopting your legislators. Legislators and their staff
~nd better if you have developed relation hips over time (Foster, 2002). Visit your leg
~ in both their local and national offices. Try to meet with each of your elected offi
tials at least once per year. Read the local newspapers and watch for notices of town hall
llleetings. Attending town hall meetings is a great way to get midwifery is ues heard and
to retnind those in office we exist. Remember, when you meet your legislators, you need
lo dress for success. Business attire in Washington, D.C., tends to be more formal than in
other &ettings. When visiting in Washington, D.C., you should wear a suit. When visiting
• tbe local office it is also important to dress professionally.
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Midwive need to frequently remind tho e in the legislative office about , ho we are,
what we do, and for whom w care. When you visit office , bring information aJong that
help to explain midwife_ry and your present po ition. Do not forget to take along business
cards. It i important to be able to lea e a bu ine s card when you visit each office. During
the visit you will need to remind them of th educational requirements, certification, and
licen ing requirements for NMs/ M . You need to talk about the women and families
you erve and the scope of your practice. Gather good stories about your practice that you
can hare with staff. In addition, you need to educate the staffers in each office about mid
wives being with women, not just with pregnant women. Staffers are often young and have
a frequent turnover. Legislative aides frequently ~e the ones dvi ing the legi lator about
health care issues. Therefore, we need to inve t time and energy in the taffer .
B creative. Consider giving an annual legi lative or leadership award from your chapter
to. public officials who ha e demon trated they are friends of midwives chmoozing
1997). Invite your legislators to work. During the warmest part of urnrner, legi lators re
turn home to their constituent and are often available to make vi its to midwifery clinical
site . Womens issues are currently p puJar with legislators. Inviting your legi lator to work
is a great way to build a relationship with the legislator (Cooney, 2004). ln fact, during the
2004 election , the candidate worked hard to attract women' vote . Legi lator love moth
er babies, and .crowds, so invite both. Do not forget to include the pre s. Positive pres will
help build your practice and will help to build your relationship with the legi lator. It is easy
to find your legislators. Go to the A NM Web site, www.rnidwife.org. On the A NM ite
scroU down to Legislation & Health Policy click on it, and select Speak Out for Midwife,y.
From there it is easy to acce your legislator name , office , and addre c . When you
call the office ask for the cheduler and be persistent.
Prior to visiting with your legislator and while on the Speak Out for Midwifery ite,
check on the legislators' voting records. ote the votes that were important to you and
remember to thank the legi Iator for vote that you aJ o supported. During the visit make
ure you g t a chance to talk about the current important issue impacting practice and the
midwifery profession (Cooney, 2004 .
Another great way to develop relation tlips with your legislator i to volunteer your
time. hoo e the candidate or legislator you would like to work for and call their campaign
manager or campaign office. Volunteer to make telephone call at the phone banks o~ to
do literature drops door to door. Spending onJy a few hours volunteering on a campru_gn
can help to build a la ting relation hip with the legislator. Better yet recruit other ,mid
wive and other individual to also help with the campaign. In addition to volunteering to
work on the campaign donate money. A campaign cannot be succe ful without funds.
Giving donations i another great wa for midwive to be noticed. Remember to donate to .
the Midwives PAC a weU a candidates of your choice becau e your donations are u ed
to help build relationship with your legi lator .
.
Your local AC
chapter may want to con ider tarting either a PA or a condu_it or
begin organizational fund rai ing. A conduit or other organizational fund rai iog diffe~
from a PAi in that donors give a certain amount of money and when it i time to donate
the p rson running the conduit will cal I and a k if it i alright to donate to a particu1:U: can·
di date. The names of the donors and the organization are listed on the conduit donation.
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Spreading the Message
Do not forget to include consumers in your legi lative work. Many birth centers and mid
wifery pra tice place patient educational materials on midwifery issue in the waiting
rooms. Other practice have newsletter or om other mechanisms they can use to edu
cate and enli t the supp rt of consumers. When you are pursuing a legislative issue you
may want to have your clients write letters of upport. This couJd be as easy as leaving
paper, stamped envelopes addresse , and bullet tallcing points in the waiting area. This is
a good way for your clien to u e thefr time wbil waiting to be seen by you. Whenever
possible, enlist your clients to write letters or to te tify on behalf of midwifery. Politicians
respond better to con tituents than to midwives who they may perceive as having a vested
interest in the legislation ( chmoozing, 1997).
Make your mes age hort easy and to th point. Along with developing a time line to
help move the legi Jation it is important to write bullet or talking points to get the mes
sage aero . Educate yourself, fellow midwive , and upporters. Arm yourself with infor
mation. Keep a paper trail as you work to move legislation. Elected officials and their
staffe keep track of contacts they receive. In fact, they count pro and con contacts. If they
arc not receiving written communication and telephone calls, legislators assume the issue
is not important for their con tituents. ·
Originally, it wa important to send handwritten letter through the U.S. Postal Service.
However, ince eptember 11, 2001, and the anthrax care in Washington D.C. letter by
postal mail are no longer the preferred manner of communication. Instead, your handwrit
ten letter can easily be faxed to the Congressional office . Handwritten letters bold more
weight than e-mail or telephone call . ending e-mail are also more accepted since
September 11th, but are not viewed as well as letters. There are several tips for writing an
effective letter ( ee Table 7-2). First identify yourself as a constituent and begin with a
clear statem nt de cribing the intent of the letter. Write the letter as an individual and in
clude your o cupation. Di cu only one i sue per letter be brief and to the point. It helps
lo make the i sue local for the legislator. To do thi . give them examples or storie from
)'OUr practice which is located in their district. Explajn why the issue is important to
women, mother and their babies, and comrnunitie , all of whom are constituents. And fi
nally, ask for the specific actions you want and a k for hi or her position on the issue. As
)'Ou develop a relationship with the legislative office, ch ck to see what the office's pre
ferred method of commw1ication would be.

~ 7-2 Tips for · riting an Effective Letter
Identify yourself as a constituent.

JSeain with a clear statement describing the intent of the letter.
_ntr the letter as an individual and include your occupation.
~ o~y one i ue per letter- be brief and to the point.
the 1 ·sue local for the legislator.
~ why the i ue i important to women, mothers and their babie , and communitie •
for the pecific acti n • you want and ask for his or her po iti.on on the issue.
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Telephone calls are not generally as effective as letters. If there is a rapid turnaround
time, make telephone calls. In the case of telephone calls legislative offices often keep
track of how many pro calls and how many con calls have been made. However, telephone
calls do not hold much weight. If you need to get your message out fast it would be best
to make multiple contacts via multiple mediums and don't get discouraged.
After you have met with or contacted your elected official, make sure you send a
follow-up thank you note for their ti.me. Also thank them for their vote if they voted fa
vorably (for or against) your issue. When they respond by mail write another thank you.
Every correspondence the office receives from midwives will help keep midwifery i sues
on the forefront. And finally, remember there is power in nliDlbers. Midwives need to
present a unified front. Not onJy is it important for us to present a unified approach, it is
important to network and to identify midwife allies. For example, there are many more
nurse practitioners (NPs) than midwives in the United States. If we can enlist the support
of other groups such as NPs, our legislative agenda is more likely to be moved forward.
One more important way to get out a me sage about women's health issues and mid
wifery is to formally testify before committees or at hearings. Providing testimony allows
you to speak: to multiple influential legislators at the same ti.me. It also gives you a chance
to mak:e a prepared, well-thought-out, and researched statement in public. Speaking in a
public forum als_o gives you a chance to get media exposure, which may serve to bolster
your cause. When providing public testimony, you should focus on your personal, real-life
experiences and how these experiences relate to the issue under consideration. For exam
ple, you may have experience with patients who rely on Medicaid or Medicare. Your voice
at a hearing describing personal stories would be particularly effective. See Boxes 7-1 and
7-2 for two examples of testimony.

Case Example
Recently CNMs in the state of Wisconsin were able to move legislation removing supervi
sory language in only 2 years. In addition to removing the supervi ory language the new
statutory language linked the scope of practi~e for nurse-midwives to the Standards for the
Practice of Nurse Midwifery. Tying the scope of practice for nurse-midwives to this docu
ment which is revised and updated regularly, allows for the evolution of nurse-
midwifery practice as it occurs over time wi_thout requiring additional legislative change to
the practice act. This succes ful legislative campaign began with the identification of lhe
problem. CNMs in Wisconsin could not have admitting privileges in hospitals because they
were not viewed as independent providers due to the supervi ory language in the urse
Practice Act. They also recognized that the scope of practice as described in the old act was
no longer consistent with the present-day practice of nurse-midwives. They knew the only
way to change their status was to change the portion of the practice act about midwifery. The
nurse-midwives set up a legi lative committee and invited the ACNM state senior policy~
alyst to come to Wisconsin to help get the process tarted. The policy analyst spent an ent_i.re
weekend reviewing the issues with a number of midwives. Because many Wisconsw J11Jd·
wive were involved in the legislative process, there was a great investment in the outcome.
The most important items accomplished that weekend were developing a time line and es·
tablishing talking points. The time line contained the strategy to move the legislation.

Case Example
Meanwhile two of the
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NMs were working with a group of advanced practice nur es

111d the Wi consin Nurse A ociation. Thi relation hip wa in trumental in erving to en
list this group of nur es a allies. The nursing groups were initially opposed to the CNMs
opening the practice act. They were worried that other change would be slipped into the
practice act when it was opened for the midwives. The more the CNMs worked with the
nurses, the more support they received from the nursing group who ultimately became alIi in the proces .
.
One of the recommendations from the A NM policy analy t was to hire a lobbyi t. The
midwive did not have to look very far. One of the members of the legislati e committee
is married to a lobbyist. He had previou ly worked with the Republican governor and had
many relationships with Republican legislators. At the time, Wi consin had a Republican
governor a Republican as embly and a Democratic senate. Many of the CNMs in the state
are Democrat , so having a lobbyist with these kinds of connection was key. Hiring a lob
byi t i a great use of chapter moneys. However, lobbyists are not inexpensive. Money was
raised through fundrai ing and an increase in chapter dues. The lobbyi t got right to work
al found a Republican ponsor in the assembly who aJ o chaired the committee in which
the bill wa likely to be heard. While the lobbyjst was working on the Republicans, one of
the CNM committee member found a ppnsor in the Senate. Thi enator is an advanced
practice nurse who was eager to help move the legislation through the Senate. Both sponchaired the appropriate committees so they were able to ee the legi lation through
both committees and then back to the enate and the as embly. Thi bipartisan approach
led to the e tablish.ment of friend and supporters on both sides of the aisle.
During the month that followed, midwive m t with all of the members of the com
mittees in which the bill would be heard. At every meeting with legislators the midwive
were asked to identify proponents and opponents of the legislation. This meant they had
to look for the groups that might oppose eliminating the supervi ory language and ex
PIDding the scope of practice. First they ought out friendJy obstetricians who were al o
active member of the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology ACOG). The e
00 repre entatives took the legislation back to their members and gained full upport
&om the Wisconsin Chapter of ACOG. Intere tingly, it was the Wisconsin Medical
Society and the Family Practice Physician Group who presented opposition. Member of
die local chapter of ACNM met with the e two groups to iron out the differences in order
'>gain their support of the legi lation. One of the point the phy ician groups objected to
'8a the use of tatutory language de cribing nur e-midwives as primary care provider .
ftmledy thi one of the family practice physician attempted to write her own defini"1 of nu midwifery practice. eedles to ay, this was unacceptable to the mid wive ,
Wer uJtimately allowed to write the definition themselves. Through a eries of meet
. , a compromise was met o that all the groups involved were satisfied. Thi wa an
nt step that alleviated opposition to the bill after it had been introduced.
Another i ue was malpractice insurance. The phy icians argued that if we were to be
lllllne independent providers, we needed to carry the same malpractice insurance required
IfIll independent practitfoners in the state. In addition the Wi consin Association ofTrial
indicated that they would use their control in the senate to kill the bill if we did
IICcept the requirement for medical malpractice in urance. Becau e of the potential
l1llblerns thi could create for the CNMs attending home birth, the legislative committee
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Box 7-1 Testimony
5-17-05
To:

Chairman Reynolds
Members of the Senate Committee on Labor and Election Process Reform

From:

Kathryn Osborne on behalf of the Wisconsin Chapter of the American College of
Nurse-Midwives.

Chairman Reynolds, committee members, thank you for the opportunity to provide com
ments on Senate Bill 155. My name is Kathryn Osborne. I am licensed by the State of
Wisconsin as a Registered Nurse, ari Advanced Practice Nurse Prescriber and a Certified
· Nurse-Midwife. I am here today, on behalf of the Wisconsin Chapter of the American College
of Nurse-Midwives (ACNM), to testify against Senate Bill 155. As women's health care
providers, the Wisconsin Chapter of ACNM opposes any legislation that restricts a woman's
access to health care. We believe that there are several mandates in SB 155 that will restrict
access to health care and services.
I would like to start by clarifying that as advocates of self determination and individual
choice, we understand that there are certain activities that some individuals would prefer not
to participate·in bec_ause of their ucreed." That being said, we also understand that current
law already addresses employment discrimination based on "creed." As you are aware, cur
rent law protects the religious conviction of individual employees, as long as making accom
modations for that employee does not pose undue hardship on the employer. The employers
we speak of here are health care providers. They are in the business of (and are profession
ally responsible for) providing safe, legal health care to members of a community. If the reli
gious conviction of employees and/or potential employees interferes with the business's
ability to provide safe, legal health care services then employers must be afforded the op
portunity to hire individuals who will be able -deliver such services. Statutorily requiring em
ployers to maintain, or hire employees to the degree that they are not able to provide
services that are recognized as safe and legal in this country, has the potential of rendering
them incapable of conducting business. SB 155 requires employers to honor religious conviction to that degree.
·
The ability to fill a prescription is a critical element in the provision of health care. The
mandates of SB 155 place the decision to proceed with a plan of care, established by a
woman and her health care provider, in the hands of a pharmacist who for reasons of
"creed" may refuse to fill the prescription. This is most likely to become an issue of restricted
services in the rural areas of the state-areas where there may only be one pharmacist, .
one hospital, or one physician. Imagine for one minute, a young woman in Hayward,
Wisconsin, who, following a sexual assault, is not able to get her prescription for emergency
contraception filled because the only pharmacist in town refuses to fill it based on his
"creed." Shall we further violate her by asking her to drive 25 miles to Spooner? And then
she discovers that the pharmacist in Spooner refuses to fill it as well. After hours in an
emergency room, following a violent assault, she now has to get back in her car and drive
on to Rice Lake. This hardly seems like accessible health care, and it is certainly much more
than a "minor inconvenience" as has been suggested by the proponents of this bill.
The effects of this bill will also be felt in our inner cities. I know that you are all aware of
the high rates of teen pregnancy. My practice in Milwaukee provides evidence that teen
pregnancy is a very real problem in the state of Wisconsin. Nationally, in addition to thou-
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sands of unplanned teen pregnancies, over 50% of all pregnancies in this country are un
planned. Access to safe and legal contraception is the only way to reduce this number and
subsequently improve the overall health status of women . I have seen the lists created by
several organ izations that incorrectly include hormonal contraceptives (birth control pills and
Depo Provera) as abortive agents-drugs that under the provision of SB 155 pharmacists
would be allowed to refuse to dispense. Keeping this in mind, imagine the crisis we will ex
perience if the two most common forms of contraception for inner city women are rendered
unavailable because Wisconsin statute allows pharmacists to refuse to tiil a prescription for
hormonal contraception. How likely will it be for my client, who is dependent upon public
transportation , to travel from pharmacy to pharmacy (with multiple bus connections) until
she finds a pharmacist who will fill the prescription that will prevent one more teen preg
nancy? Pharmacists are not and should not be asked to review contraceptive options, make
recommendations, or provide counseling on the use of multiple forms of contraception. They
are simply asked to do what they are educated and licensed to do-fill the prescription that
was deemed most appropriate by the woman and her health care provider.
I would like to advocate for public policy that improves access to health care and moves
us ~ay from high rates of unplanned pregnancy, especially for young teens. This bill has
the potential to do just tlhe opposite by limiting access to health care for women of all ages
and economic status, in all parts of the state. Health care needs of the patient, not the per
sonal beliefs of pharmacists, should be tt,f) driving force in the provision of health care and
1he creation of health policy.
Thank you for your consideration of our concerns.
Respecttully submitted,

Kathryn Osborne, MSN, CNM
Wisconsin Chapter of the American College of Nurse-Midwives

took this i ue back to the chapter. The chapter did not want to include statutory language
that would be problematic for the NMs attending home births. Following a lengthy dis
CUSsion, the group reached the consensus that removing th upervisory language was the
lliority and that th y would accept the profe sional and statutory obligation to carry the
llalpractice insurance.
_The next events to take place were the public hearings in f?e enate and a sembly com
lllttees that were considering the bill. Se eral C Ms gave te t.imony and many more gave
die committee members wrhten statements. The bill were heard in both committees with
~ opposition. The lobbyist offered guidan e and coaching along the way. His help was
llValuabte as the legi lation continued to move forward.
Followmg passage in both committee the biU was ent to the full assembly and enate
for consideration. Prior to the introduction of the bill to both hou
members of local
. . chapter vi ited the office of almo t every senator and repre entative in the capitol.
~ llllportant step afforded the midwive an opportunity to educate legislator about mid
~ and answer any que tions that might tand in the way of full legislative support of
1be l.:11
. t
UUJ, The bill pa ed unanimously in both the a sembly and the enate. The collegia
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Box 7-2 Testimony
5-25-05
To:

Chairperson Owens
Members of the Assembly Family Law Committee

From:

Kathryn Osborne on behalf of the Wisconsin Chapter of the American College of
Nurse-Midwives.

Madam Chair, committee members, thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on
Assembly Bill 343. My name is Kathryn Osborne. I am licensed by the State of Wisconsin
as a Registered Nurse, an Advanced Practice Nurse Prescriber and a Certified Nurse
Midwite. I am here today, on behalf of the Wisconsin Chapter of the American College of
Nurse-Midwives (ACNM), to testify against Assembly Bill 343. As women's health care
providers, the Wisconsin Chapter of ACNM opposes any legislation that restricts a woman's
access to health care. We believe that the mandates of AB 343 severely restrict the access
of UW students to health care that is recognized in this country as safe and legal.
Upon review of AB 343, it is clear that the Intent of this bill is to limit a fundamental right
of women in the year 2005--the right to plan when , and with whom they will bear children.
Oral contraceptives have been available as a means to control fertility since 1960.
Rendering them unavailable to women who attend the University of W isconsin represents a
giant leap backward. At a time when the university is trying to attract the best, and brightest.
and most forward thinking students in the nation, it seems illogical to put in place a policy
that identifies the University of Wisconsin as an institution that has moved back in time
almost half a century-with regard to meeting the health care needs of its student body.
Oral contraceptives, including emergency contraception, are among the most effective and
widely used contraceptive methods in the United States. Their primary mode of action is the
inhibition of ovulation. If taken properly, oral contraceptives are approximately 98% effective
(Varney, 1997). When used within 72 hours of unprotected intercourse (or following contra
ceptive failure such as condom breakage), emergency contraception (Plan B) can be 85%
successful at preventing unplanned pregnancy (Lakha, F. & Glasier, A. , 2004). Passage of AB
343 would make these effective methods of contraception unavailable for UW students. It is
highly unlikely that anything that goes on in this legislative session will change the sexual ac·
tlvity of UW students. The actions here can, however, greatly reduce the ability of UW stu
dents to act responsibly with regard to their fertility and controlling unplanned pregnancy.
The early studies of oral contraceptives, _prior to their availability to the general public,
were conducted in the 1950s among the women in Southeastern Kentucky. As is true today,
the women of Appalachia embraced the idea of preventing pregnancy. They knew that limit·
ing the size of their families was paramount if they had any hope of moving out of poverty.
The federal government knew about the importance of family planning as it relates to reduc
ing rates of poverty when it passed the Family Planning Services and Population Research
Act of 1970 (Rooks, 1997). Just like those women in Southeastern Kentucky, students at~
University of Wisconsin know that an unplanned pregnancy may have the effect of rendenng
them unable to finish school and subsequently earn a livable wage. I'm certain that the ~u
thors of this bill do not intend to contribute to the increasing drop-out rates from our nation·
ally recognized university system.
In addition to reducing rates of poverty, decreasing the rate of unplanned pregnancy
greatly reduces maternal morbidity and mortality. The United States has an embarrassingly
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high rate of maternal mortality (we rank somewhere around 21st in the world). At the pres
ent time, the risks associated with pregnancy far outweigh the risks of oral contraceptives,
Including emergency contraception. Additionally, we know that the rates of pregnancy termi
nation rise in the absence of access to reliable contraception. Because illegal abortion Is a
major contributor to maternal mortality whenever there is poor access to contraception and
legal abortion, the availability of these has played an important role in reducing high rates of
maternal mortality (Rooks, 1997). At a time when-access to legal abortion .services is under
attack, we cannot afford to reduce the availability of contraceptive services.
Please remember that passage of AB 343 will do nothing to change the sexual activity of
UW students. It will only serve to impair their ability to prevent unplanned and unwanted
pregnancies.
Thank you for your consideration of our concerns.
Respectfully submitted,

Kathryn Osborne, MSN, CNM
Wisconsin Chapter of the American College of Nurse-Midwives

rtlationsbip between the governor and the ACNM lobbyist al o proved to be beneficial and
with the support of the a embly and the enate, there was no concern about the governor
signing the bill. The day the governor signed the bill was a wonderful day in April. The bill
was signed in the hometown of our lead Republican a sembly sponsor. The pre s was in
~ and it was a great day for midwifery.

ummary
As has been demonstrated throughout thi chapter, the practi e of midwifery is in fact in
herently political. Midwi e can and, through bard work. do affect health care policies and

die future of the midwifery profes ion. Laws impacting women• health consumers and
proyjders are commonplace and ever changing. PoliticaUy active midwive can work to
~ge and refme Jaws to benefit midwifery practice and imp~ove the live of women and
~ families throughout the world. Political action and activity need to be incorporated
lllto the }jf; and practice of all midwives.

~-3 For Your Profes ionaJ Files

Slate i>ractice act

~ regulations governing practice

~ and Medicaid regulations
~ents for direct acces and third-party reimbursement
legislative Handbook
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